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Abstract. REAlist is a prototypical web-based ERP system built on
top of a generic REA core system. It is implemented as a multi-tenant
aware software-as-a-service. We intend to give a live demo of REAlist
and show how various REA concepts are used to model the required
ERP artefacts.
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Introduction

With REAlist [6], a prototypical Enterprise-Resource-Planning (ERP) system
was built that is based on the Resource-Event-Agent (REA) ontology [7] as its
core meta-model. The developed solution thus consists of two software layers:
(i) an implementation of the REA ontology and (ii) an ERP abstraction layer
based thereon that allows driving a web based software-as-a-service. See Fig. 1
for a more complete visualization of the software stack.
The REA core implementation has been designed with genericity in mind,
allowing to create and manipulate arbitrary business models at runtime—for
that, a generic data model has been designed. This implementation concern
follows a current trend in software engineering that is model driven software
engineering [2,8,9,4]. In order to accelerate the definition of business models,
reference modeling is applied [3], i.e. existing models can be used as a basis for
further model refinement.
The ERP implementation follows the Handels-H (engl. “Trading H”) approach [1], which visualizes (i) purchase processes as a vertical bar to the left,
(ii) sales processes as a vertical bar to the right, and (iii) links both by a horizontal bar which is the warehouse. A set of key performance indicators (KPI)
is implemented in order to provide condensed information gathered from quantifiable data of business events. Also, inter-organizational benchmark indicators
can be calculated due to the multi-tenant nature of the developed solution.
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Fig. 1. Layers of the software architecture implemented in the REAlist prototype: the
two bottom layers (REA DB and REA API) depict the generic REA core implementation, comprising a database implementation (DB) and an application programming
interface (API). Based thereon an ERP application is built consisting of the REAlist
API (which encapsulates ERP functionality on top of REA concepts) and REAlist
WEB, a web frontend (and the visible part of the tool we are presenting here).
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Tool Demo

The REAlist tool features two distinct user interfaces: (i) a “REA browser” that
enables the manipulation of raw REA entities (on both the type and instance
layer), and (ii) an ERP frontend that abstracts REA details where necessary
and provides a condensed interface for purchasing, storing and selling articles.
The REA browser is not explained here any further with the exception of the
business model editor (see below).
2.1

REA Business Model Editor

Fig. 2 depicts the REAlist business model editor (part of the raw REA browser),
where specific entities of a business are defined following a MOF1 and type
object [5] approach: REA entities (M2) are instantiated on a M1 “type” layer,
after which operational instances of those types can be instantiated on a M0
layer. In the business model editor only the M1 layer is regarded—the markings
in Fig. 2 are explained as follows:
1
2
3

4

1

depicts the top level agent types defined for REAlist,
are the top level resource types,
reciprocity type ORDER (ordering products from a supplier for later selling)
comprises increment (ARTICLE_RECEIPT) and decrement (PAYMENT) event
types (realized on MOF layer M0 by commitment instances),
duality type PURCHASE displays which events are allowed for that duality,
namely increment event types ARTICLE_RECEIPT, PURCHASE_CASH_DISCOUNT,
and PURCHASE_CREDIT and decrement event types PAYMENT and (in case articles are sent back to the supplier) PURCHASE_ARTICLE_RETURN,
See http://www.omg.org/mof/
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shows which claims are relevant for the purchase business case, namely
INCOMING_INVOICE and PREPAYMENT (e.g. if we have to pay before receiving the goods).

Fig. 2. The REA business model editor is implemented as a tree, where each REA
entity (MOF layer M2) can be instantiated as a type entity on M1.

2.2

ERP Frontend

For demo purposes we present the main screens of the purchase business case
and explain the underlying REA concepts that are abstracted therein. Fig. 3
shows the overview page of a product order from a supplier. The markings in
Fig. 3 are explained below:
1
2
3
4
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the address of the supplier (information gathered from a dependency relation
from the supplier agent to an address location point),
the supplier number is an instance property of agents of type “supplier”,
the internal agent responsible for the current order—the list is generated
from the available agent instances of type “clerk”,
a line item of the current order showing the amount of items ordered (combined view of the resource and the stockflow with which the resource is bound
to the current commitment),
a scaled discount for line item 2—the scaled discount is defined in a policy
that relates a supplier agent to a certain resource while providing minimum/maximum limits and the value of the discount in percent,
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Fig. 3. ERP frontend for an order. The address of the supplier is retrieved from a
corresponding dependency, shipping costs and service fees are defined in their respective
policies, taxes are calculated based on the provided tax policies.
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clicking on “Add row item” leads to the interface presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 depicts the adding of a new line item to the list of products to order
in the current order process:

Fig. 4. ERP frontend for adding items to an order. The availability and base price of
a product from a certain supplier is defined by corresponding policies, and so are the
scaled discounts for the selected product.
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an auto-complete textfield supports the finding of products that are availalbe
from the given supplier (a LIST_PRICE policy defines whether a certain product can be ordered from a supplier or not),
based on the beforementioned policy, the net list price per unit is extracted,
a scaled discount of 0.93% is defined in a PURCHASE_SCALED_DISCOUNT policy
when ordering between 100 and 1000 units,
an additional scaled discount policy of 1.57% is defined for orders exceeding 1000 units—the progress bar visualizes the fulfillment grade of the next
scaled discount,
based on the address of the supplier (here: Germany) the corresponding tax
value is retrieved from the respective tax policy.

Fig. 5 depicts the storing activity that takes place after the ordered products
have arrived. This screen is only shown if the business activity STORE_VA is
defined in the business model of the respective tenant. The markings in Fig, 5
have the following meaning:
1
2

3

the first line item has been stored in Bin-1 of Shelf-1 in Warehouse-1,
the second line item (received amount: 13 units) has been stored in two
different bins of two different shelves in the same warehouse,
the third line item is about to be stored in Bin-3 of Shelf-2 in Warehouse-1—
with a click on Store that intent is persisted, i.e. the corresponding dependency is created or an existing dependency is updated with the additional
amount of items to be stored.
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Fig. 5. ERP frontend for storing items of an order into a warehouse. The available
warehouses, shelves and bins are defined by dependency entities.
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Conclusion

With REAlist we have protoypically implemented (i) a generic REA core comprising a business model independend database and corresponding data access
layer, as well as (ii) an ERP application which is built on top of that REA core.
We have shown that it is feasible to implement business applications on top
of REA and with our internal test data we have set up three different business
branches with different requirements for mainly products and employees that can
all be served from a single REAlist instance thanks to its multi-tenant support.
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